
 

 

 

 

 

NICK CHAMPION - THIRD SEASONAL HOLLY & MISTLETOE SALE  

TUESDAY 11th DECEMBER 2018 

Nick Champion Auctioneers report an entry of 1,970 wreaths, 366 lots of holly and mistletoe, 
together with 73 trees were offered at the final seasonal sale at Burford Garden Store, Tenbury 
Wells. 
Trade on the wreaths was much slower than last week with fewer buyers present. 
A small entry of well berried holly again met a very fast trade whilst mistletoe was much easier 
except on the best quality lots.  Best variegated holly was in fair demand and plain holly also met 
an easier trade. 
The small entry of Christmas trees attracted a steady trade overall. 
 
General prices as follows:- 
 
Berried Holly   1st Quality to £8.00 per kg  to average £5.00 
Berried Holly   2nd Quality to        £2.50 per kg  to average £2.00  
 
Plain Holly   1st Quality to £2.00 per kg  to average  £1.50 
Plain Holly    2nd Quality to £0.75 per kg  to average  £0.50 
 
Golden Variegated  1st Quality to £5.00 per kg  to average £3.50 
Golden Variegated  2nd Quality to £2.50 per kg  to average £1.50 
 
Silver Variegated  1st Quality to £5.00 per kg  to average £3.00 
Silver Variegated  2nd Quality to £2.00 per kg  to average £1.50 
 
Mistletoe   1st Quality to £4.00 per kg  to average £2.50 
Mistletoe    2nd Quality to £1.00 per kg  to average £0.50 
 
Holly Wreaths  1st Quality to      £7.00   to average  £5.00 
Holly Wreaths  2nd Quality to £3.20  to average  £2.40 
 
Fir Wreaths   2nd Quality to £3.80  to average  £3.30 
     
Holly Crosses  1st Quality to £5.50   to average  £5.50 
    2nd Quality to £2.80  to average  £2.80 
  
Holly Hearts   2nd Quality to £2.50  to average £2.50 
 
Chaplets   1st Quality to £3.60  to average  £3.40 
 
Norway Spruce Trees 1st Quality to      £10.00  to average  £6.00 
    2nd Quality to £5.00  to average £3.70 
 
Nordmann Fir  1st Quality to £11.00  to average £8.00 
 
Fraser Fir   1st Quality to £12.00  to average £11.00 
 
Noble Fir   2nd Quality to £6.00  to average £6.00 

 
 
 


